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Preface 

Oracle Hospitality Suite8 Hotel Property combines all hotel processes into a single 

software solution. From reservations to housekeeping, from restaurant to sales and 

marketing, this software suite supports all areas of your hotel while focusing on your 

most valuable asset: your guest. 

Purpose 
These Release Notes provide a brief overview of additions, enhancements, and 

corrections implemented in this software release. Their intent is informative, not 

instructional. Review Suite8's product documentation, including technical and 

application advisories for previous versions, for detailed information on installation, 

upgrade, configuration, and general use 

Audience 
This document is intended for customers who are using Oracle Hospitality Suite8 version 

8.10.0.0. 

Important Information 
It is extremely important to refer to the Suite8 Installation guide for instructions on how 

to upgrade, and configure Suite8 for 8.10.0.0.  

Customer Support 
To contact Oracle Customer Support, access My Oracle Support at the following URL: 

https://support.oracle.com 

When contacting Customer Support, please provide the following: 

 Product version and program/module name 

 Functional and technical description of the problem (include business impact) 

 Detailed step-by-step instructions to re-create 

 Exact error message received 

 Screen shots of each step you take 

Documentation 
Oracle Hospitality product documentation is available on the Oracle Help Center at 
http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/ 

Revision History 

Date Description of Change 

May, 2016  Initial publication. 

May, 2016  Added TT25585/Clarify#102285 

https://support.oracle.com/
http://docs.oracle.com/en/industries/hospitality/
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Features and Updates 

Generic 
 TT 24192 Insecure protocols such as HTTP or FTP are supported for backward 

compatibility as a B2B third party requirement, however, they will be removed in 

upcoming versions. 

Suite8 Online Interface 
 TT 21837 Suite8 Online Interface for GHA: Since this Version Suite8 Online 

Interface for Global Hotel Alliance (GHA) is officially released. Please refer to the 

document: ‘Configuring Suite8 Online Interface for GHA’ for configuring Suite8 

Online Interface for GHA. 

 TT 23893 Online Interface - general: new functionality has been implemented to 

change configuration and mapper settings for the Online Interface without the 

need to restart the interface afterwards. So far, whenever something was 

changed in the mapper configuration, access to the interface workstation was 

required and the interface needed a manual restart for the changes to apply.  To 

activate the new functionality, the local IP number of the interface workstation 

has to be entered on the Online Interface configuration screen on the Global 

Settings tab into the field ‘IP of Interface machine’. 

When something changes in the configuration or mapper screen an update 

command will be send via TCP/IP to this IP Address. Each service is a Socket 

Server listening on a port: 

49300 = 1 Way Dispatcher 

49301 = 2 Way Dispatcher 

49302 = Trigger Reader 

49303 = HTTP Listener 

49304 = Filereader 

Please note that the configuration screen always sends a command to all services 

even if they are not running or not even used.  When opening the configuration 

screen on a different machine via Suite8, it is not possible to know at this point 

which service is used or running. 

 TT 24340 Online Interface - General: for the following Online Interface mapper 

the rate code restriction type ‘Closed to departure’ (CTD) is now supported 

when uploading rate code restrictions to the CRS: EZYield, HotelWebService, 

RateTiger, Siteminder, ChannelManager, SynXis, TravelClick PC, Vertical 

Booking. 

 TT 24956 Online Interface - General: some CRS systems send the same 

reservation files again and again on a regular basis until they get back a response 

from the interface. If for some reason the 1 Way dispatcher service was not 

running (and therefore the reservation was not processed and no response was 

generated) hundreds of identical reservation messages were stored in table 

MQU1 and when the 1 Way dispatcher was starting again and processing all the 

reservations, this lead to a loop because the same reservations were still 

downloaded again and again while the first messages were processed. 
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To prevent this scenario the Online Interface now checks if the reservation file 

that is downloaded already exists in MQU1 and if it finds an existing file, the 

duplicate file will not be stored in the queue. 

This new handling applies for the following mapper: BestWestern, EZYield, 

HotelWebService, OptiRez, RateTigerConnect, SeekDa, Siteminder, SmartHotel 

ChannelManager, StarDekk, SynXis, TravelClickPC, Vertical Booking. 

 TT 25020 Online Interface - General / all mappers: when updating from any 

lower version to Suite8 version 8.10.0.0 it is required to re-encrpyt the passwords 

stored in V8OnlineIFCHotels.xml due to the new encryption functionalities 

implemented in Suite8.  To perform this re-encryption you can use the program 

executable ‘CryptionConverter.exe’ that is published with the release in the 

programs directory. Start the executable by double-click, then choose 

configuration type ‘Online Interface’ and browse for the V8OnlineIFCHotels.xml 

file using the button ‘Load configuration’. 

In the left panel, the current Hotel User and Interface User and Passwords 

appear. Now you can re-encrypt the values by pressing the ‘Convert’ button. 

In the right panel, the new values appear. Save the new values by using the 

button ‘Save Configuration’, then you can close the executable. 

The values have been encrypted and you can start the interface. A copy of the 

original file has been created in the programs directory. 

 TT 25314 Online Interface: if a hotel used a large number of rates/room types 

together with day types then the Online Interface crashed with ‘out of memory’ 

error when building rate detail messages. 

Online Interface Best Western 

 TT 24555 Suite8 Online Interface for Best Western: Locally linked source profiles 

were removed upon receiving an update via the Central Reservation. This is no 

longer the case since version 8.9.6.2. 

 TT 24974 Setup->Configuration->Software Interfaces->Suite8 Online->IFC-

>Mapper->Options->Reservation->CRS Currency: to be used in case the CRS 

currency is different to the defined currency in Suite8. The reservation rate will 

be converted accordingly when uploading. This is available for all mappers that 

support reservation upload. 

 TT 23020 Best Western Interface: Ability to swipe BWR cards has been 

implemented. The swiper can be configured under Setup->Configuration-

>Terminals & Printers->Best Western Swipers and linked to terminals on 

terminal edit screen. When swiping the card on the BW Profile Lookup Screen or 

the profile search screen, the membership gets filled with the number and the 

according profile will be displayed. 

Online Interface MyFidelio.Net 

 TT 24101 Online Interface - MyFidelio mapper: a new setting called ‘Do not 

upload packages with Rates’ has been implemented on the mapper configuration 

screen on tab ‘Options - Upload’.  When this setting is activated, the element 

<packages> is removed from the rate code message and therefore not uploaded 

to MyFidelio. 
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Online Interface Trust Voyager 

 TT 23736 Online Interface - Trust Voyager mapper: a new setting called ‘Use 

Alternative Res. Attributes’ has been implemented on the Trust Voyager mapper 

configuration screen on the reservation tab. 

When this new setting is activated, the Market, Source and Channel codes from a 

Trust Voyager reservation message are mapped as in the following example:  

The Trust Voyager Source code (<reservationOriginatorCode>) is mapped to the 

Suite8 source code. 

The Trust Voyager Market code (<marketSegmentCode>) is mapped to the Suite8 

market code. 

The Trust Voyager Channel code (<secondaryOriginatorCode>) is mapped to the 

Suite8 channel code. 

The code conversion has to be configured accordingly.  When the setting is 

deactivated, the original Trust Voyager code mappings are used. 

POS8 Application 

Suite8 POS 

 TT 24758 POS8: On the open check list screen as well as on the check detail 

screen, the currently logged in waiter is shown in either the outlet selection or 

underneath the check header information. 

XML Interface 

 TT 24517 POS8: Ability to enter a second URL to switch to Suite8 XML Interface 

in case of no response from the first URL. 

Cashiering 

Cashiering 

 TT 3509 Cashiering->Billing->Window & Credit Card Payment in a Best Western 

Environment: The Payment dialog has been enhanced and includes, since this 

version, an option for defining the payment method on each window with all 

available options. For Best Western, the Credit Card ID (Token) and the Type of 

ID are visible for all credit card deposit payments. 

 TT 18594 Configuration->Setup->Global Settings->Billing->Billing3: new option 

‘Add Arrangement Code of main posting to tax posting’ has been implemented 

to link the arrangement code automatically to the tax posting if main posting has 

an arrangement code linked.  In previous versions it was only linked when the 

tax posting has been edited and closed with OK button. 

 TT 23522 Cashiering->Billing & Accounts Receivable: Ability to post credit card 

commission automatically has been implemented. The commission can be 

defined in the configuration of the credit card department codes by entering the 

fields ‘CC Commission’ and ‘Percentage’.  When a payment is done for a credit 

card with defined commission, the commission details are getting displayed on 

the payment screen. The commission will be posted automatically and the total 
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revenue increases accordingly. This feature is available for billing since Suite8 

Version 8.9.5.4. For A/R it is released with this version. 

 TT 23523 Cashiering->Billing & Posting with active Global Settings->Country 

Specifics4 Tab->Indian Settings->Enable Luxury Tax Handling: the Luxury Tax 

has been posted as a negative amount in case the rate code has the price 0.00 and 

an inclusive package attached but should be a positive amount. This has been 

fixed. In addition no Luxury Tax will be posted at all in the event that the 

reservation rate code has the complimentary type ‘House Use’.  

 TT 22457 Cashiering->Billing->Posting & Configuration->Cashiering->Tax 

Details: The functions ‘trunc’ and ‘round’ released with Suite8 Version 8.9.5.1 

have not been worked properly for split posting. This has been fixed. Those 

postings will be rounded accordingly to have a correct total amount. 

 TT 24119 Cashiering->Billing->Option->Invoice Reprint->Invoice No. & Cashier 

Functions->Billing History: Ability to store Proforma Invoices has been 

implemented by activating the global setting ‘Store Proforma invoices like 

normal invoices’ under Configurations->Setup->Global Settings-> 

Billing->Billing3. 

 TT 24846 Cashiering with Legal Requirements for Thailand: in addition to the 

full form reporting type the option ‘Abbreviated Form’ has been implemented 

and can be activated under Setup->Configuration->Global Settings->Country 

Specs->Country Specifics 4 if ‘Enable Thai Vat’ setting is active. The difference 

between Full and Abbreviated Form is the following:  

Full: 1 tax invoice sequence per property, Guest address is mandatory and no 

Revenue Department Number per workstation required. 

Abb: 1 tax invoice sequence per workstation, Guest address is optional and 

Revenue Department Number per workstation required. 

The Revenue Department Number can be defined under Setup->Configuration-> 

Miscellaneous->Terminals and Printers->Terminals->Edit->Thai Tax Settings 

(only available if global setting ‘Abbreviated Form’ is active). This was already 

partially implemented but since version 8.9.6.3 the Abbreviated Form 

functionality is fully supported. 

 TT 24861 Financial Accounts & Postings: Financial Accounts and Postings linked 

to a closed CCM booking will be ‘closed’ as well.  This means no changes on the 

FA and postings as well as new postings etc. can be made except printing. To 

make the financial account accessible the ‘Closed booking’ flag needs to be 

deactivated in booking master edit screen. For more information see TT 24218. 

 TT 25265 Legal Requirements for Philippines: due to the fact that in Philippines 3 

different kinds of taxes are used but only certain people/citizens are eligible for a 

certain tax - all other taxes should not be exempted. Therefore the ability to 

define which taxes linked to a department code should be exempted has been 

implemented.  

Setup: 

 Global Settings: the setting ‘Enable Philippines-style Tax Exemption’ on 

Country Specifics Tab2 has to be enabled. With this new setting enabled, 

the existing setting ‘Calculate VAT but don’t post’ is automatically 

switched on.  
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 Cashiering->Tax Exemption: it is possible to define for which TAX/SVC 

codes the tax exemption should apply 

 Department Codes: it is possible to link up to three different tax codes. 

Billing 

 If a tax exemption is linked a new indicator with a scissor is displayed in 

the billing screen. Selecting this button will provide a screen, showing the 

department codes as posted on the selected window and all available tax 

exemption codes. 

 For all new postings the tax exemption will be applied automatically. 

For further information please refer to the document ‘Legal Requirements for 

Philippines’ and ‘Tax Exemption’. 

Configuration 

 TT 24476 Setup->Configuration->Cashiering->Financial Account 

Groups->Departure: A new option called ‘on x day of the Month’ has been 

implemented. Selecting this option requires the definition of a departure day on 

which an automatic checkout/departure will be done every month. 

Security 

 TT 18801 Cashiering->Billing->Options & Setup->Configuration->Users->User 

Definition->Rights->Cashiering: A new user right ‘Void Invoice’ has been 

implemented. The user right will be displayed only when the Global 

Setting->Country Specifics->Country Specifics2->’Void Invoice Handling’ is 

enabled.  

Security Deposits 

 TT 24809 Cashiering->Billing->Security Deposits: New functionality to charge, 

maintain and refund Security Deposits has been implemented. Security Deposits 

are mainly used in hotels for long stay guests or guests staying in an apartment. 

The 'Global Setting 'Security Deposit handling' needs to be enabled to use this 

feature. With this setting enabled the following functionality is 

available/changes: 

 New flag on Department Code setup to define department codes used for 

Security Deposits 

 In addition a Return Department Code used for refunds can be created 

and linked to the Security Deposit department code 

 The Deposit button in billing screen is always available, not only for pre-

arrivals 

 New total balance information for all Security Deposits existing per 

billing window 

 Possibility to refund all Security Deposit postings per billing window at 

one go 

 A new report ‘4595 Detailed Security Deposits’ has been created 

(FCR_PMS_4595_SECURITY_DEPOSIT.rpt using the view 
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V8_REP_ZPOS_SECURITY_DEPOSIT) to reflect all received and returned 

Security Deposits per reservation. 

Voucher Management 

 TT 22239 Cashiering->Voucher Management->Orders->Show Vouchers->Actions: 

Ability to set all vouchers of one order to ‘Void’ or ‘on Hold’ in one go has been 

implemented. If vouchers are set to ‘Void’ only one billing will be created for the 

amount of the voided vouchers. 

 TT 24485 TAC Voucher Redemption Interface: Support for partial voucher 

redemption has been implemented (previously not supported, was only possible 

to redeem a voucher if revenue was higher than voucher value). 

The new Global Setting 'Compensational Postings' (+ drop down box to define 

department code for compensational posting) under Setup->Configuration-

>Global Settings->Interfaces->Misc. Interface 4 tab is required, when the hotel 

wish to redeem the entire voucher, even in case of partial redemption. This is due 

to the fact, that TAC on their side always redeems the complete voucher and 

creates a new one for the remaining amount. 

Conference and Catering 

3rd Party Interface 

 TT 24546 Third party Interface to Suite8 CCM: Based on an xml file created by 

the third party, the interface provides following functionality. 

 Import of menu item categories during the import of the menu item. 

 Import of the menu item, menu item rates and the corresponding outlets. 

 Automatic import during night audit 

 Manual import. 

 Ability to create new items or link - unlink third party items to or from 

existing menu items in Suite 8. 

Currently this integration is available for MyMicros. In Setup->Configuration-> 

Global Settings->Conference2 the setup can be done in the MyMicros section. The 

functionality and setup in Suite8 CCM is basically more or less the same as for 

Materials Controls. Please contact development for further details.  For more 

information on the setup of MyMicros please contact your Micros department 

and consult their Conference and Catering Management Definitions 

Export - Manual.pdf. 

 TT 24680 Interface Suite8 CCM -> Oracle Finance Credit Facility: Since Suite8 

Version 8.9.6.3, based on a csv file created by the third party, read during night 

audit, the interface has following functionality: 

 Feed of values of 3 new fields in Account Receivables: Site Number, 

Credit Sum and no credit flag. 

 Feed of value on existing credit limit field. 

 Blocking of definite CCM bookings when the no credit flag is tagged. 
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 Blocking of definite CCM bookings when the no credit flag is not tagged 

but the credit sum < forecast of the booking. 

The new global setting ‘Oracle Finance’ has been added under Setup-> 

Configuration->Global Settings->Conference2.  Please refer to upcoming 

documentation. 

CCM Posting 

 TT 25176 Conference bookings->Options->Postings & Cashiering->Billing: Ability 

to show the posted resource name in posting screen and on folios has been 

implemented by activating the Global Setting ‘Copy Resource name to Folio text’ 

under Setup->Configuration->Global Setting->CCM->Conference 2 tab.  

Attention: if a hotel uses customized views for invoices the views and functions 

need to be adjusted accordingly -> see TT 9. 

Conference Packages 

 TT 25398 Meeting Planner->Conference Booking->Events->Packages: Ability to 

change the event times by changing the package start time has been 

implemented. Example: book a package with default start time from 

configuration of 9:00 am. Customer wants to start at 08:00 am. Now the start time 

in the package edit screen can be adjusted to 8:00 am and the start & end times of 

all events linked to this package will be adjusted to 1 hour earlier. If the time of 

one specific event needs to be changed, then this has to be done in the event edit 

screen. 

Event 

 TT 24215 Meeting Planner->Conference Booking->Events->Packages: Merged 

packages of copied bookings can be unmerged again. 

Miscellaneous 

 TT 11375 Conference Bookings, Event Management and Tasks & Activities: ‘Last 

modified’ Button has been implemented. The number of last modified records 

can be defined under Setup->Configuration->Global Settings->Miscellaneous->2 

Search Screens 

 TT 24218 Conference Bookings: Ability to ‘close’ CCM Bookings has been 

implemented with the following handling: 

1. Global Settings->CCM->Conference2 tab: the setting ‘Close Booking function’ 

needs to be activated. 

2. User Rights->Booking Master->’Change closed booking’ needs to be 

activated for the according users. 

3. When the global setting is activated the new field ‘Closed booking’ will 

appear in the booking master edit screen. Activating this flag will ‘close’ the 

booking which means the according screens will be read only and no 

changes to the booking itself, linked events and resources, individual 

reservations, groups, financial accounts etc. as well as no event manual 

postings and general postings can be done. Exceptions are options which 
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have no direct influence to the booking, e.g. Linked documents, Tasks & 

Activities, Print. 

4. The Indicator ‘Closed’ appears at the bottom of the according screens. 

Customer Relationship 

3rd Party Interface 

 TT 24655 Interface Samsotech - Suite8: The fields ‘Father’s name’, ‘Mother’s 

name’, ‘Registered City’ and ‘Registered Town’ have been added for personal 

documents. Those fields are only supported by the Samsotech interface. 

Important: already installed Samsotech software will no longer work with Suite8 

Version 8.10.0.0, please contact Samsotech to get their new dll. (Please see also TT 

25353). 

Configuration 

 TT 16395 CRM->Profiles->Guest Card Info->Membership, Setup-> 

Configuration->CRM->Membership Types & Setup-> 

Configuration->Miscellaneous->Regular Expressions: Ability to link in setup a 

Regular Expression to Membership Types has been implemented. When entering 

or editing a membership in profile edit screen the linked regular expression will 

be checked when using the OK button and shows a message if not valid. 

Profile Management 

 TT 23259 CRM->Profiles->Marketing & CRM-Profiles->Guest 

Card->Memberships: the field ‘Tax Office’ in Membership Edit Screen is 

mandatory if the Global Setting  ‘Enable E-Invoicing’  under 

Setup->Configuration->Global Settings->Country Specs->Country 

Specifics3->Turkish Settings is activated and an attribute of the E-Invoicing 

attribute category is linked to the profile. In addition the ‘Validate’ button is 

available in Guest Card Edit Screen as in certain cases the owner’s citizenship 

value needs to be validated in Turkey. 

 TT 24464 Profiles: Ability to change the profile type has been implemented. 

Activating the global setting ‘Change Profile Type’ under 

Setup->Configuration->Global Setting->Profile->Profile 1 tab and the new user 

right ‘Change Profile Type’ under User Rights->Customer Profiles enables the 

new functionality. On profile level the profile needs to be selected and under 

Options->Change Profile Type the new type can be selected, a search will be 

performed to check if conflicts with linked profiles of reservations exist and the 

profile type can be changed accordingly. Statistics will be affected as well (SHIS, 

SHIB, SHIE), except for cumulated statistics (SMAN). Please note, that the 

functionality is not available for HCN and CRS. 

 TT 24467 Setup->Configuration->CRM->Family Members & Customer 

Relation->Profiles->Family: new family roles for ‘Relatives’/’Distant Relatives, 

e.g. Uncle/Aunt - Niece/Nephew, Father/Mother in Law - Son/Daughter in Law 

have been implemented as well as it is now possible to use the roles 

‘Predecessor’ and ‘Descendant’ twice - once for Parents/Children and once for 
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Grandparents/Grandchildren which can be configured now. The roles 

Parent/Childs have role=0 and the roles Grandparents/Grandchildren have to be 

defined with role=1. 

 TT 24468 Profiles->Options->Copy profile: Ability to copy profiles with the 

functionality to copy selectable parts of one profile to a new profile has been 

implemented. The copy screen shows the differences for each tab with the ability 

to copy either one or all information of the according tab. After the copy process 

the profile edit screen of the copied profile will be displayed and changes or 

additional information can be entered. If the Global Settings ‘Enable Profile 

duplicate search’ and ‘Check profile duplicates after edit’ are enabled potential 

duplicates will be shown automatically after the copy process. For more detailed 

information please refer to Online Help. 

 TT 24477 HTNG Profile Lookup for TAC (Third party profile lookup interface) 

has been implemented. Under Setup->Configuration->Global Settings-> 

Profiles->Profile 3 tab the setting ‘Enable HTNG Profile Lookup for TAC’ needs 

to be activated with the according entries as well as under 

Setup->Configuration->Software Interface->Translation tables an entry needs to 

be done with interface type  ‘HTNG Profile Lookup’.  For further information 

please refer to online help. 

 TT 25353 Samsotech Scanner Interface: Samsotech changed date fields from 

string to date type. Therefore we needed to change it accordingly.  

Important: Due to this change, already installed Samsotech software will no 

longer work with Suite8 Version 8.10.0.0, please contact Samsotech to get their 

corresponding dll for Suite8 Version 8.10.0.0.  (Please see also TT 24655). 

Suite8 Installation Update Patching 

Leisure 

 TT 24985 Install Shield: Since Suite8 Version 8.9.6.3 new installations will not 

create another user or add/change Leisure tables anymore. From now on all 

Leisure data will be provided with the Install Shield and will be stored in the 

same Oracle user (e.g. V8Live). Therefore Suite8 needs to be installed first with a 

database which already contains any data for leisure in the same user (e.g. 

V8live). In case V8Leisure is (already) installed in a separate user it would be an 

update. Install Shield can be used as usual. For new leisure installations on an 

older Suite8 Version, an update has to be done first. Then we will provide 

another dmp with leisure data. 

Suite8 Kiosk 

Kiosk 

 TT 24393 Suite8 & Kiosk Interface: Kiosk Interface was checking if any IFC was 

down and if so it did not start. Therefore the field ‘Interface’ has been 

implemented under Setup->Configuration->Software Interface->Suite8 Kiosk 

Interface to select the relevant Interfaces to be checked. 
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Suite8 Leisure 

Leisure 

 TT 25231 Leisure: Field NAME_RES has been added to be used to customize grid 

of Leisure Booking List 

Suite8 Miscellaneous 

Reports 

 TT 25152 Legal Requirement for Hungary: XML Export of invoice data (Data 

Provision for Tax Authority) has been implemented with the functionality of the 

data export for invoices of a date range or of a number range by using HTML 

Reports. The functionality can be used from Suite8 Version 8.7.4 on. The 

following files are required: 

1. Views 

 720_HungaryDataExportViews.sql 

2. XML and Query Files 

 InvoiceDataExportHungary.qry 

 InvoiceDataExportHungary.xml 

 nvoiceDataExportHungary_InvRange.qry 

 InvoiceDataExportHungary_InvRange.xml For Suite8 Version 8.7.4: 

 InvoiceDataExportHungary_InvRange874.qry 

 InvoiceDataExportHungary_InvRange874.xml 

 InvoiceDataExportHungary874x.qry 

 InvoiceDataExportHungary874x.xml 

3. Reports (as of version 8.9) 

 FCR_PMS_9008_HUNGARY_DATA_EXPORT_INVOICERANGE.S8R 

 FCR_PMS_9008_HUNGARY_DATA_EXPORT_DATERANGE.S8R 

Please contact the development to get the required files as well as the 

documentation. 

Calendar Events 

 TT 18572 Setup->Configuration->Users->User Log->Calendar events, 

Miscellaneous->Calendar Events & User Logs: New user logs for calendar events 

haven been implemented. In addition in calendar event screen a new button for 

User log has been added to see the changes for each event. Please activate the 

new user log options in configuration part accordingly. 

 TT 24694 Calendar Events: The following options have been implemented for 

Calendar events: Quick Keys: 

 A new quick key (Shift+Ctrl+C) 

 Profile Shortcut bar: a new option to call the Calendar Events 
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 Reservation Grid: A new column to show if calendar events exist can be 

added via customize grid  

 Calendar Events->Participants tab: additional search criteria’s like Event 

Name, Reservation #, Paid options and Reservation link options 

 TT 24696 Calendar Events: Ability to create calendar event series has been 

implemented. Under Miscellaneous->Calendar Events a new button ‘Create 

Series’ enables the definition of start and end date as well as the weekdays where 

the calendar event should be copied to. The new option is only available for 

events which start and end on the same day. 

Housekeeping 

 TT 25229 Rooms Management->Housekeeping->Attendants: A new flag has been 

implemented  to determine if default or departure credits should be considered 

for vacant rooms with dirty HSK status when calculating attendants report with 

the following handling: If the room is dirty & vacant after previous departure 

(c/o in the past, not today) the departure credit will be considered. If the room is 

dirty & vacant after OOO/OOS status the default credits will be considered. The 

flag will be filled by a trigger after c/o or cleared, once the HSK status changes to 

clean or room status changes to occupied/OOS or OOO. For future attendant 

report the departure credit will not be considered. 

License Check 

 TT 24992 Setup->Configuration->Feature List and & Global Settings: as soon as a 

feature is getting disabled the according Global Settings will be turned off. 

Lost & Found 

 TT 12475 Front Desk->Lost and Found->Found Edit Screen: the field ‘Number’ is 

now accessible and will be shown when the Global Setting ‘Overwrite item 

found number cycle’ under Setup->Configuration->Global 

Settings->Generic->Generic3 has been activated.  

Maintenance 

 TT 22731 Maintenance->Copy: Ability to copy maintenance tasks has been 

implemented with the following options 

 Custom: No of copies and the according due date can be entered 

 Series: No. of series can be entered with the following options: 

 Daily: with the ability to define on which day it should be copied, e.g. 

every 3rd day 

 Weekly: with the option on which week and what day in that week, e.g. 

every 2nd week on a Wednesday 

 Monthly: with the option on which day on every month, e.g. every 2nd day 

of every month or on which weekday of every month, e.g. every 2nd 

Monday of every 3rd month For all options the due date to start with has 

to be defined.  All information except resolve notes and date/time 

resolved fields will be copied. Estimation minutes will be considered as 
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well. If not configured for a maintenance type then for custom copy it’s 

null and for series it’s startdate+1day. If a task is flagged as ‘out of order’ 

the copy functionality does not copy the OOO/OOS record for that 

particular room. For more information please refer to Online Help. 

Miscellaneous 

 TT10 The following views have been added: 

 V8_BOF_OF_ADP  

 V8_BOF_OF_ADP_HEADER 

 V8_REP_AR_AGING_DETAILED 

 V8_STAT_SHIS_CHAN_DAY_LY_CAD, 

 V8_STAT_SHIS_CHAN_MONTH_LY_CAD 

 V8_STAT_SHIS_CHAN_YEAR_LY_CAD 

 V8_STAT_SHIS_CHAN_COMBI_LY_CAD 

 V8_REP_STAT_TURNAWAY 

 V8_REP_YDET_OCC_WB_CAD 

 V8_REP_YDET_ADULT_WB_CAD 

 V8_CCM_POSTED_RESOURCES- TT 25176 

 V8_REP_LEI_INFOS 

 

 The following views have been changed: 

 V8_REP_TRENDPERMONTH: added - order by 

TO_CHAR(YTRD_CALCFORDATE,’yyyy_mm’) 

 V8_REP_COVERS: field zdcg_longdesc has been added 

 V8_REP_REV_HISTFOR_HUGE_CAD: added new fields: 

DAYUSE_RMS_DEF, DAYUSE_RMS_TENT, 

ARR_DAYUSE_RMS_DEF_TENT, ARR_DAYUSE_RMS_DEF, 

DEP_DAYUSE_RMS_DEF_TENT, DEP_DAYUSE_RMS_DEF, 

DAYUSE_ADLT_DEF, DAYUSE_ADLT_TENT, DAYUSE_CHILDS_DEF, 

DAYUSE_CHILDS_TENT, BLOCK_ALL_DEF, BLOCK_ALL_TENT, 

BLOCK_NOT_PICKUP_DEF, BLOCK_NOT_PICKUP_TENT, 

BLOCK_PICKUP_DEF, BLOCK_PICKUP_TENT 

 VIEW V8_ED_FOLIO_REV_INFO ->TT 25176 

 V8_SYS_LEISURE_YRES: field NAME_RES has been added -> TT 25231 

 V8_REP_LEI_INFOS: fields PAYINGGUESTKEY and 

PARTICIPATINGGUESTKEY has been changed to show the ID of table 

GUEST and not XCMS 

 BOOKINGDETAILLIST: fields PARTG_ID and PAYG_ID has been 

added, to indicate the related ID of table GUEST for participant and 

paying guest. 

 V8_REP_YHRL_INFOS: added YHAT_MAXCREDITS 

 V8_HSK_RES_CHIN_SHARE ->TT 22679 
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 V8_STAT_FO_FORREV -> TT 25099 

 V8_CCM_ROOMS_BLOCK_PERDAY -> TT 25099 

 Following Functions have been added: 

 GETCCMZPOSTRANSLATED -> TT 25176 

 GetBlockInfo  -> TT 25099 

 Following Functions have been changed: 

 GETCCMZPOSCOMMENTTRANSLATED -> TT 25176 

Miscellaneous 

 TT 25238 Configuration->Setup->Software Interfaces->Interface Triggers & 

Interface Trigger Fields: If the field ‘Customer’ on Interface triggers is selected for 

a certain interface and no fields on Interface Trigger Fields are selected for the 

according interface, then a profile trigger will be created for every change. If 

‘Customer’ is selected and some fields on the interface trigger fields are selected, 

then a profile trigger will be created only if one of the selected fields are changed.  

 TT 19349 Setup->Form Customization & Financial Accounts: Functionality has 

been added allowing to customize the Financial Accounts Edit dialog and adding 

custom fields to the table ‘YRCF’, the same table as used for reservations. These 

fields can then be added on the financial account edit dialog upon form 

customization. 

 TT 24474 Ability to link documents to emails which are linked to Profiles, 

Reservations, Conference Bookings, Events and Tasks & Activities has been 

implemented. When selecting Email->Add linked button the according 

documents will be displayed with the following handling: On profile level only 

documents linked to profile will be shown. On Reservation, Conference Booking 

and Tasks & Activity level the documents linked to the linked profile as well as 

the documents linked to the selected reservation, booking, tasks/activity will be 

displayed. On Event level the documents linked to the profile and booking of the 

event will be shown and can be selected. 

 TT 24919 New License Handling: All licenses in Suite8 have been adapted to the 

new licenses as available on the Oracle Global Price list. Also license naming has 

been modified and SKU numbers (former Part numbers) have been added for 

better identification/comparison. All this is reflected in the sub license screen of 

Suite8. Some of the old licenses have been removed and turned into features and 

are now part of the new Feature List in Suite8. 

These are the old licenses, that have been turned into features: 

 AVS Registration Card Interface -> AVS Registration Card Interface 

 Billing Component -> CCM Billing Component 

 Bill View -> IFC Bill View 

 Blocks -> Block Reservation 

 CHECK In/Out -> IFC Check In/Check Out 

 Credit Card Handling -> IFC Credit Card Interface 

 CRM Address Doctor Integration Interface -> Address Doctor Integration 

Interface 
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 CRS ONE WAY - Suite 8 Channel Manager -> CRS One/Two-Way - Suite8 

Channel Manager 

 CRS TWO WAY - Suite 8 Channel Manager -> CRS One/Two-Way - Suite8 

Channel Manager 

 CRS ONE WAY - MFNET ORS -> CRS One/Two-Way - myfidelio ORS 

 CRS TWO WAY - MFNET ORS -> CRS One/Two-Way - myfidelio ORS 

 Enhanced Posting -> IFC Enhanced Posting 

 Full Call Accounting -> IFC Full Call Accounting 

 Key Service System -> IFC Keys 

 Mailing -> Mailing 

 Materials Control Interface -> CCM MC Interface 

 Partial Call Accounting -> IFC Partial Call Accounting 

 POS Check Detail Transfer -> IFC POS Check Detail Transfer 

 Promotions -> Promotions 

 Remote Check-Out -> IFC Remote Check Out 

 Simple Posting -> IFC Simple Posting 

 Synchronize Applications (Outlook) -> Synchronize Applications 

(Outlook) 

 Text Message Handling -> IFC Text Message Handling 

 TourOperatorInvoice -> Tour Operator Invoice 

 Virtual Numbers -> IFC Virtual Numbers 

 Voicemail Handling -> IFC Voice Mail Handling 

 Wake up Call Handling -> IFC Wake -Up Calls 

 There are now 5 main licenses: 

 Professional Edition 

 Resort Edition 

 Small Business Edition 

 Conference and Catering Base (former CCM Only) 

 Central Head Office (former Master flag) 

The only difference between the first three are the number of available features, 

please see below. 

 For Conference and Catering Base there is no feature list, all required 

features are enabled by default. 

 Central Head Office only to be used for Hotel Connector/CRS master in 

combination with the other Central Head Office sub licenses. 

 The new main license ‘Central Head Office’ is replacing the ‘Master hotel’ 

check-mark on the License screen. Main license has same result as old 

combination ‘Master hotel’ flag enabled and v8pms sublicense inactive.  

 The number of sessions check for CCM Only license has been removed as 

it is no longer required. 

 Please note, that Seasonal License does not exist anymore. 
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Number of available features in total: 102 

 Professional Edition: all features can be enabled 

 Resort Edition: max. 30 features can be enabled 

 Small Business Edition: max. 18 features can be enabled 

When starting Suite8 Version 8.10.0.0 for the first time, the feature list needs to be 

reviewed. For Professional Edition all features are enabled by default and 

features like A/R and Blocks, that used to be sub licenses, would be visible 

although not used so far. For Resort Edition, the first 30 features are enabled by 

default and list needs to be reviewed. For SBE the feature list already existed in 

previous version, therefore the features remain as they were and list needs to be 

reviewed as well. 

 TT 24975 Suite8: From this version on an *.ini file is required with all database 

connection details and command line parameters to start Suite8. The name of the 

*.ini file should be the same as the connected schema (user, e.g. V8live). This 

makes it easy to create shortcuts to different users using the same program files, 

e.g. in a CRS environment as well as for the support to have a generic structure. 

The *.ini file needs to be added in the shortcut. An example for the shortcut 

properties would be: C:\Fidelio\programs\fideliov8.exe 

C:\Fidelio\programs\v8live.ini. An example is provided with the release and 

can be found in the folder Suite8Ini. Suite8 will not start without that *.ini file. 

Reports 

 TT 9 The following reports/html have been removed: 

 FCR_PMS_4771_STAT_MARKETCODE: The report has been merged into 

FCR_PMS_4772 

 FCR_PMS_4779_STAT_SOURCECODE: The report has been merged into 

FCR_PMS_4780 

 FCR_PMS_4782_STAT_CHANNELCODE: The report has been merged 

into FCR_PMS_4783 

 FCR_PMS_4786_STAT_RATECODE: The report has been merged into 

FCR_PMS_4787 

 The following reports/html have changed: 

 FCR_PMS_4780_STAT_SOURCECODE_TOTAL: added parameter ?Gross 

and ?Total; renamed parameter ?FromDate; changed parameter 

?SourceCode to Number and MultipleChoice; moved 

TTR_page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; changed layout of the report 

 FCR_PMS_4780_STAT_SOURCECODE_TOTAL_YCAD: Renamed report 

to 4780, as 4779 is obsolete; added parameter ?Gross and ?  Total; 

renamed parameter ?FromDate; changed parameter ? SourceCode to 

Number and MultipleChoice; moved TTR_page/TTR_PrintedOn to the 

top; changed layout of the report 

 FCR_PMS_4783_STAT_CHANNELCODE_TOTAL: added parameter 

?Gross and ?Total; renamed parameter ?FromDate; changed parameter 
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?ChannelCode to Number and MultipleChoice; moved 

TTR_page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; changed layout of the report 

 FCR_PMS_4783_STAT_CHANNELCODE_YCAD:  Renamed report to 

4783, as 4782 is obsolete; added parameter ?Gross and ?  Total; renamed 

parameter ?FromDate; changed parameter ? 

 SourceCode to Number and MultipleChoice; moved  

 TTR_page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; changed layout of the report 

 - FCR_PMS_4760_TURNAWAY: Replaced tables with new view  

 V8_REP_STAT_TURNAWAY; merged to Crystal 2008; moved  

 TTR_page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top 

 FCR_PMS_4766_COVERS: Removed table ZCAS and ZDCG from report 

 FCR_PMS_4787_STAT_RATECODE_TOTAL:  Changed layout of report; 

added parameter ?Gross and ?Total; changed parameter ?FromDate and 

?RateCode = number and multiple choice; moved 

TTR_Page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top 

 FCR_PMS_4790_STAT_SHO_YRCH_LOG_LY_CAD:  Changed parameter 

?Gross_Or_Net to ?Gross where FALSE = Net and TRUE=Gross; adjusted 

all revenue fields, report title; changed parameter ?FromDate; moved 

TTR_Page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; changed font to 7, otherwise the 

revenue values cannot be displayed correctly 

 FCR_PMS_4791_STAT_SHO_XCMA_LOG_LY: cosmetic changes: 

changed parameter ?Gross_or_Net; ?Date; changed formula fields for 

revenue; moved TTR_Page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; changed font to 7 

otherwise revenue values won’t fit 

 FCR_PMS_4792_STAT_SHO_CHANNEL_LOG_LY: cosmetic changes: 

changed parameter ?Gross_or_Net; ?Date; changed formula fields for 

revenue; moved TTR_Page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; changed font to 7 

otherwiste revenue values won’t fit 

 FCR_PMS_4793_STAT_SHO_XCMA_LY_BUD: cosmetic changes: 

changed parameter ?Gross_OR_NET; ?Date; adjusted revenue fields; 

changed font to 7 otherwise revenue values might not fit; moved 

TTR_Page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top 

 FCR_PMS_4342_FORECAST_OCCUPANCY_WITH_REVENUE: 

TT24853: formula fields for Occupancy were calculated on total 

noofrooms (see above) where it should be NOOFROOMS_TO_SELL to 

deduct OOO rooms. Moved TTR_Page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; made 

over the group footer 1 and report footer totals. 

 FCR_PMS_4342_FORECAST_OCCUPANCY_ADV: TT24853: formula 

fields for Occupancy were calculated on total noofrooms (see above) 

where it should be NOOFROOMS_TO_SELL to deduct OOO rooms. 

Moved TTR_Page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; corrected OccRooms% in 

GroupFooter2: was avrg calculation where it should be a sum formula 

field on group; Changed calculation of average rate to be calculated out of 
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DEV_ROOM_REV_GROSS/OccRoomsDef as all three 4342 had different 

results in Average rate; removed V8_SYS_AvGrate 

 FCR_PMS_4342_FORECAST_OCCUPANCY_ADV_YCAD: Removed all 

views and replaced with V8_REP_REV_HISTFOR_HUGE_CAD. 

Replaced formula fields with those from general 4342 report. Moved 

TTR_Page/TTR_PrintedOn to the top; TT24853: corrected occupancy 

fields from NoOfRooms to NoOfRooms_To_Sell.  Changed Avrg fields in 

group footer 2 with formula fields, as the values were not correct. 

 FCR_PMS_4340_HISTFOR_OCC_REV: changed occupancy fields ; 

cosmetic changes 

 FCR_PMS_4340_HISTFOR_OCC_REV_CAD: changed occupancy fields 

(TT24853); cosmetic changes 

 FCR_PMS_4341_HISTFOR_OCC_REV_COMP: changed occupancy fields 

(TT24853); cosmetic changes 

 FCR_PMS_4341_HISTFOR_OCC_REV_COMP_CAD: changed occupancy 

fields (TT24853); cosmetic changes 

 DiaryConference.htm/qry: cancelled events have been filtered (TT25205) 

 BILLINGHEADER.QRY: error “ORA-01008 Not all variables bound” has 

been fixed. 

 The following reports/html have been added: 

 FCR_PMS_4787_STAT_RATECODE_TOTAL_YCAD 

 FCR_PMS_4790_STAT_SHO_YRCH_LOG_LY 

 FCR_PMS_4791_STAT_SHO_XCMA_LOG_LY_CAD 

 FCR_PMS_4792_STAT_SHO_CHANNEL_LOG_LY_CAD 

 FCR_PMS_4521_AR_AGING_REPORT_15_DETAILED 

 FCR_PMS_4595_SECURITY_DEPOSIT 

 FCR_LEI_10110_BOOKINGS 

 FCR_LEI_10111_BOOKINGS_FACILITY_GROUP 

 FCR_LEI_10112_BOOKINGS_BY_GUEST_ALL 

 FCR_LEI_10113_BOOKINGS_BY_GUEST_SINGLE 

 FCR_LEI_10114_BOOKINGS_OFFER_GROUP  

 FCR_LEI_10130_FACILITY_SCHEDULE 

 FCR_LEI_10131_TREATMENTS_SCHEDULE TT 22210  

 TT 22210 Miscellaneous->Reports: Custom SQL’s can be executed now from 

report level. Create a new report section with source type ‘Custom SQL’, create a 

new report ->’New Binary’ and all custom sql’s defined under 

Setup->Miscellaneous->Custom sqls with the role ‘Custom sql grid’ will be 

displayed and selected accordingly. 
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Security 

 TT 23881 Setup->Configuration->Global Settings->Reservation 1 tab: due to 

security settings the global setting ‘Automatic Link Credit Cards to Profiles’ has 

been removed.  

 TT 25564 Security: In order to fulfil the Oracle PA-DSS Certification 3.1 the credit 

cards linked to profiles and the protected data (XCCS->XCCS_NUMBER 

and WPRT ->WPRT_VALUE) will be encrypted with Oracle Wallet. If Oracle 

Wallet is not active or the fields are not encrypted, Suite8 will not start and the 

message 'Please activate the oracle wallet' will appear. 

Refer to the Installation Guide for 8.10.0.0 to learn about the necessary steps 

required to activate Oracle Wallet. 

Users 

 TT 5The following user rights have been added: 

 Booking Master: Override Credit Facility 

 Booking Master: Change closed booking 

 Configuration->Conference Management: Event Groups 

 Cashiering: Void Invoice 

 Profiles: Change Profile Type 

 Formula (TT 21874) 

 Configuration->Cashiering: Tax Exemption 

 Cashiering: Tax Exemption 

Suite8 OTA XML Interface 
 

3rd Party Interface 

 TT 21052 OTA CRS XML Interface & Bookassist: Suite8 interfaces since Suite8 

Version 8.9.4.4 with Bookassist using the OTA CRS XML Interface released in 

Suite8 Version 8.9.5.0, please refer to the document: ‘OTA XML Interface 

Configuration.PDF’ for further details. 

Supported functionalities are: 

1. Inventory upload 

2. Rate Restriction upload (Open, Close, CTA, MIN LOS, MAX LOS) based on 

rate code level 

3. Rate detail upload (for children, only default rate is supported) 

4. Reservation download (creation, modification, cancellation, 

multi-room-reservation) 

OTA XML Upload 

 TT 25233 OTA XML Interface Upload: The OTA_ProfileCreateRQ message 

considers now the trigger ‘Profile merge’ if enabled. XML Attribute ‘Profile 

Status Code’ differentiates between active, inactive and terminated/ merged 
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profiles due to the reason that active and inactive profiles are returned in the 

XML Interface, terminated/merged ones not. 

 TT 25237 Software Interfaces - OTA XML Interface: the possibility to 

resynchronize information like room type availability, rate details, rate code 

availability, etc. from Suite8 to a 3rd party vendor connected via OTA XML 

interface has been implemented.  Under Configuration - Software 

Interfaces - OTA XML Interfaces you can highlight the interface and then press 

the new ‘Resynch’ button on the right side. 

The resynch screen will open and you can select the information that you want to 

resynch. By pressing the ‘Start’ button, the triggers will be generated and the 

messages will be send to the 3rd party vendor. 

 TT 24494 OTA XML Interface: a new pair of OTA messages 

OTA_CreateProfileRQ  and OTA_CreateProfileRS are available and used to send 

a new profile or a profile modification to the Central Reservation System and to 

receive the response. The response is not validated automatically, but stored as 

backup. 

Suite8 Reservation 

Configuration 

 TT 24483 Setup->Configuration->Reservations->Attendants: A new field called 

‘Max Departure Credits’ has been implemented to define how much from the 

maximum credits should be used for departure rooms. The departure credits will 

be taken into consideration on the calculation of the attendant plan. In addition 

the sections under ‘Config’ are split by section value now. 

Reservation Individual 

 TT 24861 Individual Reservations & Groups: Reservations & Groups linked to a 

closed CCM booking will be ‘closed’ as well.  This means no changes in those 

reservations/group/reservations linked to group can be made anymore as well as 

the reservations cannot be moved in room rack. Printing of confirmation letters is 

possible. The indicator ‘Closed’ appears on the bottom of the reservation edit 

screen and in group edit screen on top in the screen header then. To make the 

reservations/group accessible the ‘Closed booking’ flag needs to be deactivated 

in booking master edit screen.  For more information see TT 24218. 

Miscellaneous 

 TT 22500 Reservation->Reservation Navigator->Options: Functionality has been 

added allowing opening the Room Rack for selected reservations from the 

Reservation Navigator Options Menu when opening one of the following Tabs: 

‘Arrival’, ‘In House’, ‘Departure’ or ‘All’. Selecting the option ‘Open in Room 

Rack’ displays, all reservations from the grid of the opened tab. At least two 

reservations have to be selected when choosing this option from one of the tabs; 

if only one is selected all reservations from the corresponding tab are displayed 

on the Room Rack. 
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Housekeeping 

 TT 18657 Rooms Management->Attendants: the display of the room type has 

been added next to the room number. 

 TT 24465 Rooms Management->Attendants: Ability to select by Hotel Segment 

(only available when Global Setting->Reservation->Reservation4->Hotel 

Segmentation is turned on) and/or Room Type has been implemented. 

Serviced Apartment Rental Billing 

 TT 23524 Reservation/Cashiering->Serviced Apartment Rental Billing: New 

functionality has been implemented to handle lease invoicing in serviced 

apartments. In order to enable this feature, the sublicense '[L102837] Alternate 

Rental and Billing' needs to be activated. This sublicense serves two modules, 

Vacation Sharing and the new Serviced Apartment Rental Billing module 

(SARB). 

In addition the global setting 'Apartment Rental Billing' needs to be activated, 

this will then enable several other settings to be configured.  

It is recommended to create new AR account types as well as new department 

codes for the apartment rental charge and the daily revenue reversal postings. 

On the rate code header there is a new tab called 'Billing Periods', which allows 

to create special rate codes for leasing periods (weekly, monthly, yearly, custom 

days). A new search screen Cashiering->>Billing Periods lists all reservations 

with such rate codes and shows all invoiced and future rental periods as well as 

the total leasing amount for the entire stay. 

The following new Htmls have been created for the 'Billing Period' search screen: 

 billingperiod.htm/qry 

 billingperiodreslisting.htm/qry 

The following new reports have been created (using the View 

V8_REP_YLSP_UNEARNED): 

 4641 Serviced Apartment Rental Billing - Unearned Revenue 

(FCR_PMS_4641_SARB_UNEARNED_REVENUE.rpt/S8R) 

 Report shows invoiced billing periods and the related revenue for these 

leasing periods 

 4642 SARB Unearned Revenue - Detailed Aging 

(FCR_PMS_4642_SARB_UNEARNED_REV_DET_AGING.rpt/S8R) 

 Report shows all invoiced billing periods and the related revenue for 

these leasing periods by aging ranges 

Please refer to the upcoming online help for configuring serviced apartment 

rental billing. 

Rate Management 

 TT 21874 Reservations, Ctrl+R & Setup: Ability to use formulas for packages has 

been implemented with the following handling: 

1. Global Settings->Reservation->Reservation2 tab: the setting ‘Enable Formula 

Packages’ needs to be activated. 
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2. User Rights: Enable User rights ‘Formula’. 

3. Setup->Reservations->Formula Configuration: define the according formulas 

in the formula editor section. An explanation and examples can be found by 

pressing the F1 help.  Available parameters are listed under ‘Input 

Parameter’. Pressing the ‘Compile Formula’ button checks if the entered 

formula is correct. This needs to be done before the formula will be saved. 

The formulas can be tested by entering according values on the ‘Formula 

Package values’ section  and pressing the ‘Test Formula’ button. 

4. Setup->Rate Management->Packages: If a package is defined as ‘Formula 

Package’ on Package Details tab the according package can be linked. 

5. Setup->Rate Management->Rates: Formula packages can be linked via the 

Package Link Detail tab. 

6. Rate Query (CTRL+R) ->Rate Availability: The calculated rates consider the 

linked packages. 

Room Rack 

 TT 24470 Reservations: Ability to define early arrival (EA)and late departure 

(LD) room status records to a reservation after room assignment has been 

implemented with either the option to create it manually or automatically with 

the following handling: 

1. Setup->Configuration->Global Settings->Reservations-> Reservation 4 Tab:  

New option ‘Early Arrival/Late Departure Room status records’ activates the 

new functionality, enables the necessary configuration and the manually 

creation of EA/LD.  When the 2 sub options ‘Automatic - early arrival’ and 

‘Automatic - late departure’ are activated a ‘sooner than’ and a ‘later than’ 

time needs to be entered. When a reservation has an arrival time 

earlier/departure time later than the specified time an automatic room status 

record will be created. 

2. Setup->Configuration->Reservations->Room Management->Room Status: 2 

new room status configuration records need to be created: One with role 

‘Early Arrival’ and one with role’ Late Departure’. The fields ‘Return Status’ 

and Default Reason are mandatory for those 2 records. Those values are 

needed when creating the room status records from reservations. If not 

defined the functionality will not work. 

3. Reservations:  

 Manual Handling: When making a reservation and assigning a room 

under Options->Early Arrival/Late Departure the according record can be 

made by selecting ‘New arrival’ /’New departure’ buttons.  

 Automatic Handling: The record will be created automatically depending 

on the C/I / C/O time of the reservation and the defined time in global 

settings. 

 If the date of the reservation will be changed, the ES/LD records will 

change accordingly. If it overlaps or a new reservation will be entered 

which overlaps the EA/LD date a message will be displayed. 
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 If an EA/LD has been entered it will be shown as an indicator on bottom 

in the reservation edit as well as in the room rack. 

 The user rights from Housekeeping->Out of Service apply also for room 

status records. 

Please note that this feature is not supported for virtual suite handling for the 

time being. For more information please refer to the online help. 

 TT 24493 Reservations & Rooms: Ability to define room relations and 

configuration of connecting doors has been implemented with the following 

handling: 

1. Global Settings->Reservation->Reservation3 tab: the setting ‘Room relations’ 

activates the functionality. Activating the setting ‘Connecting doors’ allows 

the configuration of connecting doors.  The setting ‘Hide physical door status 

on screen’ should be used if it is not intended to use the physical door status. 

This status shows the user if the connecting door is open or closed. When 

this feature is used, the user should change the door status whenever an 

employee closes or opens the connecting door. 

2. Setup->Configuration->Reservations->Room Management->Room Relations: 

Definition of all room relations. 

3. Reservations->Grid->Customize: 2 new fields are available: 

‘Roomrelationguestname’ and ‘Roomrelationroom’. 

4. Room Search (Ctrl+S)->Grid->Customize: the new field ‘DoorTo’ is available. 

In addition a flag for ‘Connecting door’ can be set in search criteria. 

5. Room Blocking->Grid->Customize: the field ‘Connectingdoorrequested’ is 

available in room blocking section and the field ‘DoorTo’ in room section. 

6. Reservations->Reservation Edit->Options->Room Relations: When a 

reservation with a requested room relation has been entered the related 

reservation for the connected room can be selected here. As soon as a relation 

exits the indicator ‘Relation’ is shown on the bottom of the screen and shows 

all related reservations. The status can be changed here as well. When 

changing a reservation which affects the room relation, a message will be 

displayed and the relation has to be adjusted manually. 

7. Room Rack: Reservations with a room relation show an indicator.  Rooms 

with connecting doors show the indicator ‘D’ next to the room number. Right 

mouse click shows to which room the selected one is related to. New filter 

option ‘Connecting’ is available. 

8. Rooms Management->Connecting Doors: Overview of room relations with 

the ability to change the status (depending on the global setting). 

Yield (internal) 

 TT 15255 Setup & Rate Availability: Rate Levels have been implemented with the 

ability to link several rates to one level with the following handling:  

1. Global Settings->Reservations->Rate tab the option ‘Enable Rate Levels’ 

needs to be activated.  
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2. Setup->Reservations->Rate Management->Rate Levels: Definition of the rate 

level and linking the according rates. 

3. Rate Query (Ctrl+R) ->Rate Availability: New filter ‘Level/Rates’ to show by 

level, rate or both. Adding a restriction to a level applies automatically to all 

linked rate codes. 

Suite8 Service Management 

Configuration 

 TT 24026 Setup->Configuration->Service Module->Service Types: Ability to link a 

Third Party (vendor) has been implemented. As soon as the field ‘Third Party’ is 

flagged a provider can be linked.  This is also available in Suite8 Version 8.10.0.0. 

Miscellaneous 

 Suite8 Service Module: Functionality has been added in Suite8 Version 8.9.6.2 

allowing to automatically adding a profit percentage based on the cost of a 

service. For example buying a Ticket for a boat trip at 500 at an agency and 

reselling the ticket (service) to the customer at 650 by adding 30%. This is 

achieved by selecting Percentage Price on the Service Price definition, the 

configured percentage price is then added to the Cost. Please refer to the 

document: ‘Suite8 Service Module’ for further information. 

Suite8 WebConnect 

Miscellaneous 

 TT 24685 Suite8 WebConnect has been completely redesigned. The new and the 

old version will be delivered with this release. 

 TT 25138 Suite8 Property WebConnect->Encryption of XML user password in 

global.asax: To encrypt the password the URL /setup (e.g. 

http://localhost/v8client/setup for homepage or http://localhost/restAPI/setup for 

RestAPI) has to be invoked.  

Please note following: 

 The URL can be requested only using localhost or the standard address 

127.0.0.1. Any other request will be rejected. 

 To avoid brute force attacks, maximum 5 encryption requests within 1 

hour will be allowed. 

 The password encryption must be performed only for the dedicated 

virtual directory only. Depending on the server configuration, used 

encryption keys might be different per virtual directory, so the encryption 

done in one directory, will be not accepted in another one. 

The password only needs to be encrypted if the homepage is being updated. It’s 

not related to the version of the XML Interface. 

http://localhost/v8client/setup
http://localhost/restAPI/setup
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Suite8 WebConnect 

 TT 24505 Suite8 WebConnect & Online Payment for PayZen: Support for the 

Online Payment Interface to PayZen from Lyra Network GmbH has been added. 

To use this activate the line:  

‘hotel.addOnlinePaymentPlugin (“Client.dll”, 

“Client.PaymentPlugins.PayZen.PayZenPlugin”); //Use this for payments via 

PayZen Payment Gateway’ in the file Global.asax and configure the connection 

details under Suite8->Configuration->Global Settings->Interface6 Tab when 

selecting: ‘Use PayZen Interface’. 

Suite8 XML Interface 

XML Interface 

 TT 24908 XML Interface: Ability to delete notes has been implemented. In 

previous versions it was only possible to enter and update notes. 

 TT 25575 XML Interface ->Profile Query Response The attributes profileID and 

profileGlobalID have been added to the field "LinkedProfile". 
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Resolved Issues 
Table 1 – Resolved Issues 

 

Modules ID  

Clarify/BugDB 

Number 

Description 

Generics 99367 TT 24610 Grids->Export to Excel: data has not been 

exported properly. This has been fixed and is 

available since Version 8.9.6.10. 

Accounts 

Receivable  

95449 TT 23616 Accounts->Postings->Compressed postings: 

Speed when editing compressed entries has been 

increased. 

Accounts 

Receivable  

99428 TT 14604 Accounts Receivable Grid: Postings have 

not been displayed correctly in the grid when posting 

unallocated payments to a new account. 

Accounts 

Receivable  

101224 TT 25000 Postings: No postings have been done for 

certain amounts, e.g. 2.25 with a department code 

defined as tax only and the tax defined as ‘Print 

separate’. 

Accounts 

Receivable 

98044 TT 24280 Thai Tax Handling & Accounts Receivable: 

when a posting has been checked out as ‘City Ledger’ 

and payment has been cancelled afterwards, the city 

ledger payment was still available in Accounts 

Receivable under Transactions->Holding Area.  From 

this version on it will not be displayed anymore. 

Billing 

Instructions 

97554 TT 24158 Billing Instructions: City Tax has not been 

posted in proforma invoice when only room charge 

has been routed to another billing window. 

Cashier – 

Posting Split 

87802 TT 22179 Cashiering: Splitting of postings with print 

separate tax attached resulted in wrong tax postings. 

This has been fixed. 

Cashiering – 

Posting Split 

99537 TT 24635 Cashiering->Billing: when splitting a 

posting the time of the split posting was not correct. 

This has been fixed. Split posting have the date and 

time of the original posting. 

Cashier - 

Proforma 

Invoice 

87849 TT 22201 Cashiering->Billing->Proforma invoice for 

groups with more than one FA linked for several 

days of group stay: when creating a proforma invoice 

for the 1st FA and then for the 2nd FA, name and 

posting date range as well as proforma postings of 

the 1st FA have been displayed in the 2nd FA. This has 

been corrected. 
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Cashier - 

Proforma 

Invoice 

97512 TT 24144 Billing->C/O Options->Proforma Invoice: 

When an advanced invoice has been created for a 

reservation and the reservation gets extended 

afterwards and then a Proforma Invoice gets created 

the postings from the advanced posting have been 

deleted in table ZORG. 

Cashier - 

Posting 

98043 TT 24279 Posting & Thai Tax Handling: the error 

‘Cannot post Credit Note without available tax 

invoices to reference’ came up when the city ledger 

department code has been set up with ‘Generate Thai 

VAT #’ enabled in configuration, a posting has been 

made with an interim bill to city ledger and then a 

negative posting has been made.  This has been fixed. 

Cashier -  

Posting 

100261 TT 24823 Cashiering -> Posting: record for cancelled 

tax has not been created in ZPIL when posting an 

amount, creating an interim bill, cancel the selected 

posting and create again an interim bill. 

Cashier -  

Billing 

100361 TT 24839 Cashiering->Billing->Payment & Global 

Settings->Billing3 tab->’Store Payment Receipts in 

Billing History’ is enabled & Country Specific 

Tab1->’Enhanced Deposit Handling’ is disabled: The 

payment pre arrival guest/deposit was not shown on 

the final invoice and the balance was incorrect. For 

example: create a reservation but don’t check in, post 

a payment of 100,00 and print a receipt, check in and 

post room charge of 150,00, create an interim folio 

and pay remaining 50,00=> Invoice does not show the 

original deposit payment and an open balance of 

100,00. 

Cashier 102083 TT 25291 Cashiering->Posting with Luxury Tax 

Handling enabled: Splitting Luxury Tax amount of a 

reservation with no room charge resulted in wrong 

amount postings. This fix is available since version 

8.9.6.10. 

Cashier 100685 TT 24867 Cashiering->Billing: when cancelling a 

posting with a department code linked that is not 

defined as ‘Allow manual post’ no warning message 

came up and the posting has been cancelled.  This 

has been fixed. The message from previous versions 

will be displayed again ‘Selection contains postings 

of department codes that are not allowed for manual 

posting. Cannot continue.’ and the posting cannot be 

cancelled. 

Cashier 101413 TT 25110 Posting: postings were not correct when 

allowance package was linked to an in house 

reservation and postings have been made against the 

allowance. 
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Cashier 101588 TT 25168 Billing / Posting: Balance was not correct 

when splitting a rate code posting having an internal 

package split linked. This has been fixed with version 

8.9.6.4. 

Cashier 101658 TT 25191 Cashiering->Exchange Rates & 

Configuration->Global Settings->Country Specifics 

1->Multiple Currency Exchange is NOT active: when 

performing currency exchange, the message: ‘Could 

not close FA, something went wrong’ was displayed. 

This has been fixed. 

Cashier 101858 TT 25303 Billing: If the global setting Thai VAT is 

enabled there were performance issues when 

opening billing screen with a large number of 

postings. This has been fixed. 

Cashier 101613 TT 25423: Cashiering: The error “ORA-01008 Not all 

variables bound” came up due to the 

BILLINGHEADER.QRYwhen opening a guest bill. 

This only happened with Oracle 12. The query has 

been corrected. 

Cashier 102354 TT 25506 Cashiering with country specific settings for 

Portugal and number cycle for ‘City Ledger Invoice 

Number’: Incorrect number cycle for 2nd void invoice 

has been fixed. 

Cashier 99373 TT 24592 Cashiering ->Billing: default email 

attachment was not attached when emailing an 

invoice. This has been fixed. 

Financial 

Accounts 

73643 TT 19297 Financial Accounts: The same Financial 

Account Number could not be used when departure 

of one FA and arrival of another FA was on the same 

day. 

Financial 

Accounts 

102153 TT 25271 Cashiering: Financial Accounts defined in 

configuration as ‘Automatic Checkout’ and 

‘Departure’ defined as ‘Next Day’ did not work 

properly. This has been fixed. 

Financial 

Accounts 

101932 TT 25241 Financial Accounts->Notes: Notes for 

profile have not been saved properly when entering 

new financial account and notes for the profile. 

Voucher 

Management 

99562 TT 24627 Cashiering->Voucher Management: 

Vouchers could be set to ‘voided’ and no posting 

correction has been done when the logged in user has 

no own cashier configured, entered a voucher, 

logged out and in again, set the voucher to voided 

and confirmed the question to open a closed cashier 

with ‘No’ or pressed ‘Cancel’ when the cashier 

password was requested. This has been fixed. 
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Catering & 

Conference 

100906 TT 24955 Booking Master: An error for already linked 

profile role came up when trying to link an 

individual reservation to a booking where both have 

different companies/travel agents linked. This has 

been fixed. The linked profiles of the booking will 

only be linked to the reservation if there is the profile 

role not linked already. 

Catering & 

Conference 

95812 TT 23771 Meeting Planner->Booking Master: When 

cancelling a booking inactive ‘Lost to’ codes have 

been displayed in the dropdown box. This has been 

fixed. 

Catering & 

Conference  

100855 

83968 

TT 25099 Conference Bookings->Blocks and 

individual. Reservations: Ability to link individual 

reservations linked to a block has been implemented. 

If an individual reservation of a block is linked to a 

booking the block cannot be linked and vice versa. 

Catering & 

Conference  

100141 TT 24761  Meeting Planner->Conference 

Diary->selecting a time period->Conference 

Booking->Quick Book: when an existing/new contact 

had been entered and afterward another contact has 

been selected by pressing the 3 dots button, the 

correct contact has been displayed but when saving 

the booking the originally selected contact was saved. 

This has been fixed. 

Catering & 

Conference 

10469 TT 24840 Meeting Planner->Conference Diary: it was 

not possible to enter a booking by selecting a time 

period->Conference Booking->Quick Book without 

having a company selected. This has been fixed. 

Catering & 

Conference 

101568 TT 25205 Conference Diary: Shareable events have 

been displayed in HTML although they were 

cancelled. This has been fixed. 

Catering & 

Conference 

100143 TT 24767 Meeting Planner->Conference 

Booking->Events->Copy: when copying an Event 

with a shareable Function Space booked as ‘Non 

Shareable’ it was possible to copy the event to the 

same Function Space but this time as shareable 

without any warning. The Function Space was 

booked twice with the same status then - once as 

shareable and once as non-shareable. This has been 

fixed. Confirming the message will change the event 

to Waitlist. Selecting ‘No’ returns user to the copy 

screen and another function space can be selected.  In 

case of multiple function spaces booked, the user can 

select now the Function Spaces and also change the 

sharing flag for each. 
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Catering & 

Conference 

74800 TT 19549 Setup->Configuration->Conference 

Management->Event Groups: Ability to link 

resources to sub events and deletion of events/ sub 

events has been implemented. In addition the 

function space of main event gets displayed now also 

in the sub event. 

Catering & 

Conference 

101085 TT 25273 Events & Resources: When copying a 

standard menu with menu items attached from one 

event to another the fields ‘VAT’ and ‘NET’ of the 

menu items have not been copied. This has been 

fixed. 

Catering & 

Conference 

82446 TT 22593 Configuration->User rights: When the user 

rights for configuration->cashiering have not been 

assigned then the configuration of event groups was 

not possible. 

Catering & 

Conference 

93681 TT 23303 Meeting Planner->Conference 

Booking->Booking Master->Events-> Function Space 

Overbooking & Table Reservations: When booking a 

shareable function space which is linked to a 

Restaurant as ‘Non Shareable’ and the Restaurant 

capacity is already overbooked it was not possible to 

overbook the Function Space for the Event. The 

message ‘Function Space ‘XXX’ is not available for 

Event ‘XXX’ because of booked Table Reservations.  

Event Status will be changed to Waitlist.  Continue. 

Yes / NO’ was prompted. This has been fixed. The 

handling is now the same as when booking the 

Function Space as ‘shareable’.  If the user right: ‘Cap. 

Overbook Table Reserv. Shareable Funct. Space’ is 

assigned the function space can be booked without 

changing the event status to ‘Waitlist’. 

Customer 

Relationship 

101271 TT 25343 Mailing->Standard Mailing: Entered values 

in the field ‘Forecast from’ of reservation section have 

not been displayed correctly when editing the query 

again. This has been fixed. 

Profile  

23153975 

TT 25586 Profile->Options->Guest Comments: 

Inactive guest comment types were selectable, this 

has been fixed. 

Reservations 100309 

22503819 

TT 24825 Reservations->Rates: when creating 

reservations on a weekend day for a rate code 

defined with OTA/HTNG rates calculation method 

and weekend/weekdays rates, then weekday rate has 

been taken into consideration instead the weekend 

rate. 
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Reservations 87572 TT 22139 Reservation->Individual Reservation: the 

field ‘Manual Price’ has been marked when entering 

a new reservation, tabbing through the field, go back 

to a previous field and tabbing through again. This 

has been fixed. 

Reservations 100901 TT 24916 Ind. Reservation &Setup->Configuration-> 

Global Settings->Reservations->Reservation3 tab: 

fixed charges could not be changed anymore when 

global setting ‘Link Calendar Events to Reservation’ 

is enabled. 

Reservations 102227 TT 25153 Ind. Reservations: YRES_FROMCRS will 

not be filled anymore when manually creating a 

reservation and entering the CRS number. Only in 

case of downloaded ones this is filled. 

Reservations 102174 TT 25349 Individual Reservations: For sharing 

reservations with no rooms assigned, in certain 

scenarios when changing the arrival date for one of 

the reservations of the other shared reservations was 

no sharer anymore. If rooms were assigned a 

message came up that the room is already booked 

followed by an access violation. 

Reservations  

23151687 

TT 25587 Reservations & Interface: It was not 

possible to set up wake up calls for due out 

reservations via the reservation option menu.  

Reservation 

Groups 

 

35930 TT 10875 Groups and Blocks: When editing a 

group/block and clicking on the 3dots button for the 

field contact/booker the first name of the 

contact/booker appeared in the last name and 

therefore it was not possible to search. Now the first 

name of the contact/booker appears in the according 

field. 

Reservation 

Groups 

91384 TT 22930 Groups->HTML->Group Total: the field 

‘Children’ showed 0 for reservations which had not 

been split, although the number of 

children/teenager/baby had been entered. 

Reservation 

Blocks 

75339 TT 19691 Block Reservation->Grid & Configuration-> 

Reservations->Rate Management->Rates->Dependent 

rates: when selecting the block grid the message  

‘There are no Room Types available’  came up when 

a block has been entered for a dependent rate code 

where the field ‘Advanced Setup’ was not selected on 

dependent rate tab in setup. This has been fixed. 
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Housekeeping 90128 TT 22679 Rooms Management-> Housekeeping: The 

wrong condition was shown for the original room 

when shared reservations are scheduled to move into 

separate rooms but not moved yet as well as when 2 

different reservations in 2 different rooms are 

scheduled to move to the same room, both of them 

considered as vacant. Now the correct condition gets 

displayed. 

Housekeeping 102487 TT 25548 Rooms Management->Housekeeping: Out 

of order rooms could not be deleted when the current 

room status has been defined as return status and the 

record has been edited and same return status has 

been selected again. 

Housekeeping 102285 TT 25585 Rooms Management->Housekeeping: The 

housekeeping screen has not be displayed  properly 

with screen resolution 1024 x 768. 

Maintenance 95087 TT 23665 Miscellaneous->Guest Service Center: When 

user rights for Guest Service were enabled but not set 

for Maintenance, it was not possible to enter a new 

guest service because field ‘Type’ was empty. 

Night Audit 94432 TT 23452 Miscellaneous->Night Audit: Under no 

circumstances is it possible running the Night Audit 

on two different workstations at the same time. The 

message: ‘Night Audit is already running on another 

workstation.’ is prompted and the Night Audit 

Session is aborted. 

Night Audit 101225 TT 24999 Night Audit & Setup-> Configuration-> 

Global Settings->Night Audit: When the settings 

‘Country code mandatory for in house guests’, ‘State 

code mandatory for in house guests’ and/or 

‘Nationality mandatory for in house guests’ are 

active and during Night Audit reservations are found 

where those are not entered  a screen appears to enter 

accordingly. If this screen is closed by pressing 

ALT+F4 the night audit continued without all 

nationalities, countries, states filled in. 

Night Audit 101805 TT 25222 Night Audit in Best Western Version: Error 

‘Transaction is not started for 

fillBestWesternLevelAValues’ came up when 

running night audit and when Global Setting “Night 

Audit Day Type calculation” was enabled. This has 

been fixed. 

Night Audit 102165 TT 25345 Night Audit: error during procedure 

SFORRECALCWITHDELETE when blocks with 

block name more than 35 characters exists. This has 

been fixed. 
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Reports 85229 TT 21784 Miscellaneous->Reports->Import: ‘Invalid 

section’ came up before user were able to select 

whether a report tree or a single report should be 

imported.  This has been fixed. In addition the 

following has been implemented when pressing the 

‘Import’ button: when having a report section or 

group selected the default is set to report tree, when 

having a single report selected the default is set to a 

single report. 

Reports 89108 TT 22527 Miscellaneous->Report Procedures-> 

Company Procedure: If a company master and a sub 

company profile existed, and revenue exists on 

master company only, then on the Company 

Procedure, ‘Select by Master’ chosen and ‘Show 

Average Figures’ and master company selected, the 

room revenue has been displayed in average room 

rate. As soon as sub company has revenue made it 

has been calculated correctly. This has been fixed. 

Questionnaire 89512 TT 19516 Miscellaneous->Questionnaire: right mouse 

click menu on grid was not accessible. This has been 

fixed and grid is customizable now. 

User Log 99207 TT 24552 Miscellaneous->Logs->User Log->Global: 

When an Overbooking under Rooms 

Management->Overbooking has been changed the 

date it has been changed for has not been stored in 

the User log.  This has been fixed. 

User Log  

23180049 

TT 25591 User Log: Changes to the Global Setting 

'Enable Thai VAT' are now logged in the user log. 

Room Rack 101077 TT 24973 Room rack HTML: When a reservation has 

been made with a foreign currency rate code, then 

roomrack.html showed amount in foreign currency, 

but currency symbol was local currency. 

Rate Query 100389 TT 24810 Rate Query Scope (CTRL+R): Access 

violation came up when one rate code has been 

defined in setup as ‘Ignore rate change’ and in 

CTRL+R the rate query has been entered for more 

than 1 day and more than 1 children.  This has been 

fixed. 

Rate Query 102105 

23299120 

TT 25315 Quick Keys->Rate Query (CTRL+R): If a rate 

code has been entered in configuration for a certain 

start date but the rate details and linked formula 

package start date began later, an access violation 

occurred when entered period in CTRL+R includes 

dates out of the formula package detail start.  This 

has been fixed. 
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Table 

Reservation 

102315 TT 25469 Resource Reservations->Reservation 

Search->Reservation->User Log: changes have not 

been listed in user log although user log has been 

enabled in configuration. 

Configuration 101051 TT 24676 Configuration->Setup: In some screens the 

department code numbers have been displayed with 

decimals. In this version they are getting displayed 

properly again. 

Configuration - 

Reservations 

98427 TT 24258 Setup->Configuration->Reservations->R ate 

Management->Promotions->Translate: Translation 

could not be entered due to the message ‘Please 

define your translation’. This has been fixed. 

Configuration - 

Reservations 

100242 TT 24816 Cashiering & Setup-> 

Configuration->Reservations & Service 

module->Child Age Categories: It is no longer 

possible to enter a space in the field ‘Code’ of a child 

age category code as this resulted in an error when 

postings have been made. 

Configuration - 

Reservations 

93908 TT 23396 

Setup->Configuration->Reservations->Hints: The 

program state ‘After Payment’ has been renamed to 

‘After check out’. The hint appears right after 

pressing the check-out button. 

Configuration - 

Users 

88264 TT 22285 Setup->Configuration->Users->User 

Definition & Miscellaneous->User Settings->Startup: 

the default language of a new entered user will be set 

as language in default settings. 

Configuration - 

Users  

101614 TT 25189 Setup->Configuration->Users->User 

Definition->Rights->Reservation & Quick Reservation 

(CTRL+Q): A new reservation could be entered via 

quick key Ctrl+Q although the user right ‘New’ was 

denied. 

Configuration - 

Users 

102052 TT 25283 Setup->Configuration->Users->User 

Groups->Rights: rights have not been saved properly 

when a new group has been created and the option 

‘Get from Group’ has been selected. 

Global Settings 102270 TT 25437 Setup->Configuration->Global Settings-> 

Reports->Report1 tab & Miscellaneous->Feature List: 

the setting ‘Default report for attendants’ was linked 

to feature ‘Tour Operator Invoice’ instead of 

‘Housekeeping  Attendants’ as well as ‘Default report 

for Housekeeping Screen’ was linked to feature 

‘Housekeeping Attendants’ instead of feature 

‘Housekeeping Screen’. 
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Global Settings 102368 TT 25523 Setup->Configuration->Global Settings-> 

Interfaces->Interface1 tab: the field ‘Micros 

GuestCheck Webservice URL’ could not be entered 

or changed.  Now the changes are written back 

through S8. 

Global Settings 101380 TT 25106 Setup->Configuration->Global Settings-> 

Reservation->Reservation 4 tab & Front Desk-> 

Messages->Batch Messages: an error came up when 

trying to create batch messages with active global 

setting ‘Hide Group functionality’ 

CRS 98030 TT 24277 CRS: Synchronization of configuration 

failed when a large number of records, e.g. WUSR, 

rate related tables exist. This has been fixed. 

CRS 102029 TT 25279 Suite8->CRS: Error on CRS Monitor and 

Reservation came up after upgrade of V8 Master. 

This has been fixed and is available since Version 

8.9.6.10. 

Online Interface 100485 TT 24852 Online Interface - Travelclick PMS Connect 

mapper: when uploading rate detail messages 

(RDET) of a rate code linked to a day type to 

Travelclick PMS Connect, the last day of the day type 

period was missing in the message.  This has been 

fixed, the rate amount value of the last day is now as 

well uploaded properly. 

Online Interface 100660 TT 24856 Online Interface - SynXis mapper: when 

closing a rate code for one room type only in 

CTRL-R, the resulting RAVL message in the Online 

Interface did not contain any info about the room 

type. In SynXis this caused the complete rate code to 

be closed and not only for one room type. This has 

been fixed and the room type information is now 

properly sent. 

Online Interface 100834 TT 24889 B+S Payment Interface: Due to the missing 

element ( <action>authorization<\action> ), Suite8 

WebConnect has not been sending the mandatory 

element <action> in a payment request. Therefore the 

amount has been reserved on the payment provider 

side only, but not actually settled and no payment 

has been created in Suite8. In addition the Global 

Settings have been moved to Interface7 tab. 

Online Interface 100650 TT 24859 Online Interface - Rate Tiger mapper: when 

multiple cancellations were sent from Rate Tiger 

within one cancellation message, only the first 

reservation in Suite8 has been cancelled, the others 

remained active. This has been fixed and all 

reservations are now properly cancelled. 
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Online Interface 100556 TT 24869 Online Interface - Rate Tiger mapper: due to 

an error in membership type handling, Travel Agent 

profiles linked to guest reservations send by Rate 

Tiger were not linked to the reservation in Suite8.  

This has been fixed and the Travel Agent Profile is 

now properly linked. 

Online Interface 101220 TT 25019 Online Interface - Seekda mapper: for some 

reservations sent by Seekda to Suite8 it happened 

that two guest profiles were linked to a reservation 

even though only one guest was arriving.  This 

caused wrong statistics and also wrong forecast 

figures for restaurant outlets.  The issue has been 

fixed. 

Online Interface 101612 TT 25170 Online Interface - SynXis mapper: when the 

SynXis mapper is installed together with the Rate 

Tiger mapper and for some reason the 1-Way 

response messages were not sent to Rate Tiger, also 

the 1-Way response messages for SynXis were not 

properly sent.  This has been fixed and the SynXis 

response messages are processed now. 

Online Interface 101519 TT 25185 Online Interface - Rate Tiger mapper: when 

Rate Tiger sent a reservation for one room and two 

guest profiles, the reservation was created using the 

second profile and the first profile was not linked at 

all.  This has been fixed. When a reservation with two 

profiles is send, the reservation is now created with 

the first profile and the second profile is attached to 

the reservation as multi-guest. 

Online Interface 101707 TT 25243 Online Interface - Rate Tiger mapper: when 

uploading rate codes that are linked to day types, the 

days of the week were marked wrong in the rate code 

message.  This has been fixed. 

Online Interface  102403 TT 25505 Online Interface - Vertical Booking mapper: 

a reservation is created by the CRS on room type DR 

and send to Suite8.  Later in Suite8 the room type DR 

is changed to TR by the hotel staff.  Afterwards the 

reservation is cancelled in the CRS and the CRS 

availability for DR is adjusted and the cancellation is 

send to Suite8.  In Suite8 the reservation is cancelled 

but the availability for TR is adjusted. This resulted in 

availability discrepancy between Suite8 and CRS and 

has been corrected.  Now when a cancellation is send 

from the CRS, Suite8 will create a room type 

availability message for all active room types and the 

affected cancellation date range so that the room type 

availability in the CRS and Suite8 are synchronized 

again. 
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Online Interface 

Best Western 

97899 TT 24133 Best Western Interface & Suite 8->Rate 

Query->Rate Availability: When closing Level A all 

other levels are closed automatically which is correct 

but restriction type information for all other levels as 

well as for room types in Level A have been sent. 

This has been fixed. Restriction type information for 

room types or other LVL’s will be send only when 

they have been set individually, not automatically. 

Online Interface 

Best Western 

100566 TT 24832 Suite 8 and Best Western 

Interface->Reservations: the rate discount of a 

reservation has not been considered when the 

reservation has been uploaded to the Interface. This 

has been fixed. 

Online Interface  

Best Western 

100900 TT 24902 Online Interface - Best Western mapper: 

Rooms Management->Out of Order: when a Room 

has been set as ‘Out of Service’  no  Room Type 

Availability message has been sent to the Interface 

which is correct. As soon as another Room has been 

set to ‘Out Of Order’ for the same day as the ‘OOS’ 

Room exists a message has been sent as expected but 

Inventory in CRS has been reduced for OOS and 

OOO rooms.  This has been fixed. Inventory will not 

be reduced unless the ‘Deduct Availability’ flag is set 

in Setup->Configuration->Room Management->Room 

Status. 

Online Interface 

Best Western 

102432 TT 25515 Best Western Online Interface: all actions 

using the BW Web Service on the date 29.02 of a leap 

year failed with an access violation. This has been 

fixed. 

Online Interface 

Channel 

Manager 

(SMART) 

102307 TT 25459 Online Interface - Smarthotel mapper: when 

a Smarthotel mapper and a Best Western mapper 

were installed parallel and the Best Western business 

rules were activated, dependent rates were not 

uploaded anymore to Smarthotel when day types 

were changed in the day type calendar.  This has 

been fixed. 

OTA XML 

Interface 

100643 TT 24872 Suite8->Software Interfaces-> OTA XML 

Interface: when a block started in the past and has 

been set manually to cut off or automatic cut off 

during night audit the room type availability has 

been sent to OTA CRS vendor. This has been fixed. 

OTA XML 

Interface 

101119 TT 24980 Software Interfaces-> OTA XML Interface: 

when a room type was linked to another room type 

in the conversion configuration, instead of 

availability for the main room type, the availability 

for the linked room type was uploaded to the CRS.  

This has been fixed and now only the main room 

type availability is uploaded. 
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OTA XML 

Interface 

101430 TT 25120 Software Interfaces - OTA XML Interface: 

when using a linked room type list in OTA XML 

room type conversion and creating a reservation for 

any of the linked room types in Suite8, the resulting 

availability message contained the linked room type 

code instead of the main room type code. The main 

room type code is now properly sent. 

OTA XML 

Interface 

101431 TT 25121 Software Interfaces - OTA XML Interface: 

when deleting an ‘out of order’ room in Suite8, the 

resulting availability message for the CRS did not 

contain a room type. The room type is now included 

in the availability message. 

Suite8 Property 

Credit Card 

Interface 

102365 TT 25491 Credit card interface: Sequence number for 

EFT related commands have been sent out with max 

length of 5 digits (up to 99999). Next sequence 

number has been sent as ‘00000’ which was not 

expected by vendors. A fix has been done to properly 

increase to ‘100000’ now. 

3rd Party 

Interface 

86935 TT 22053 General->3rd Party Interface to BellaVita & 

Reservation->Packages: Packages configured with no 

price are considered as FLAT rate and returned to 

BellaVita. In previous versions, these packages were 

not transferred to BellaVita. 

WebConnect 

Calendar 

Events 

99937 TT 24716 Suite8 Property webConnect ->Calendar 

Events->Print: when emailing an event not all 

information of the event have been sent. In the 

preview all information were included. This has been 

fixed. 

WebConnect 

NETS Payment 

Plugin 

102371 TT 25496 Online Payment Plugin NETS: S8 

Homepage online payment to NETS has not been 

working properly. The following error occurred: 

“System error has occurred. Client found response 

content type of ‘text/html; charset=utf-8’, but 

expected ‘text/xml’. The request failed with the error 

message: --“The new Global Setting ‘Service URL’ 

has been implemented under Interfaces->Misc. 

Interface7 tab->NETS Online Payment Gateway 

Interface - please enter here 

https://epayment.nets.eu/Netaxept.svc 

WebConnect 

Voucher 

Management 

98122 TT 24309 Suite8 Homepage->Voucher Management: 

default price of vouchers defined as value voucher 

and ‘allow modify price’ was empty after the 

language has been changed to German or other 

language. This happened in latest version of Firefox 

and Google Chrome. It did not happen in Internet 

Explorer 9. This has been fixed. 

https://epayment.nets.eu/Netaxept.svc
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WebConnect 

Voucher 

Management 

97934 TT 24266 Suite8 Property webConnect ->Voucher 

Management: it was not possible to void vouchers if 

online payment through the online payment gateway 

failed. This has been fixed. 

Translation 

Studio 

99375 TT 24691 Cashiering->Accounts 

Receivable->Transactions->Postings: unallocated 

payments have been displayed with the indicator 

‘UP’ in the first column. The translation of ‘UP’ has 

been used for rounding of dependant rates too. Due 

to this, when translating ‘UP’ it was changed on both 

places and did not match the meaning for them of 

them anymore. Therefore the indicator has been 

changed to ‘U.P.’ to make an independent translation 

possible. Please check/adjust your translation. 
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